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Abstract. A Speech Emotion Recognition (SER) system can be defined
as a collection of methodologies that process and classify speech signals
to detect emotions embedded in them [2]. Among the most critical issues
to consider in an SER system are: i) definition of the kind of emotions
to classify, ii) look for suitable datasets, iii) selection of the proper in-
put features, and iv) optimization of the suitable features. This work, will
consider four of the well-known datatset in the literature: EmoDB, TESS,
SAVEE and RAVDSS. Thus, this study focuses on designing a low-power
SER algorithm based on combining one prosodic feature with six spectral
features to capture the rhythm and the frequency, respectively, compar-
ing eleven low-power Classical classification Machine Learning techniques
(CML). The main goal will be to optimise the two main parameters of
the MFCC spectral feature through the meta-heuristic technique SA: the
n mfcc and the hop length. The resulting algorithm could be deployed
on low-cost embedded systems with limited computational power like a
smart speaker, and the proposed SER algorithm will be validated for
four selected datasets.
The obtained models for the eleven CML techniques with the optimised
MFCC features, outperforms clearly (more than a 10%) the baseline
models obtained with the not-optimized MFCC for the studied datasets.
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1 Introduction and motivation

A Speech Emotion Recognition (SER) system can be defined as a collection
of methodologies that process and classify speech signals to detect emotions
embedded in them [2].

Some of the current most brilliant applications of SER are [7]: i) robotics: to
design intelligent collaborative or service robots which can interact with humans,
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ii) marketing: to create specialised adverts, based on the emotional state of
the potential customer, iii) in education: used for improving learning processes,
knowledge transfer, and perception methodologies, iv)entertainment industries:
to propose the most appropriate entertainment for the target audience and v)
health, to gather real-time emotional information from the patients in order to
make decisions to improve their lives.

Between the most important issues to consider in an SER system are: Defi-
nition of the kind of emotions to classify Look for the suitable datasets Selection
of the suitable input features Definition of the strategy of the proposal

1.1 Affective state taxonomy

According to the latter classification, the affective states can be clustered in four
main concepts [7]:

– ”emotion” is a response of the organism to a particular stimulus (person,
situation or event). Usually, it is an intense, short-duration experience, and
the person is typically well aware of it;

– ”affect” is a result of the effect caused by emotion and includes their dynamic
interaction;

– ”feeling” is always experienced with a particular object of which the person
is aware; its duration depends on the length of time that the representation
of the object remains active in the person’s mind;

– ”mood” tends to be subtler, longer-lasting, less intensive, and more in the
background, but it can affect a person’s affective state in a positive or neg-
ative direction.

Usually, the applications of SER systems are focused on ”emotions” recognition
since his concept provides instant and a piece of valuable information for the
decision module. Besides, it is easier to obtain affective state ”emotion” from the
voice speech than the remaining affective states, so most SER datasets available
in the literature label the data with ”emotion” classes. Hence, current work will
be focused on emotions identification.

1.2 The election of the Emotion Speech dataset

Since the classification process is dependent on labelled data, databases are an
integral component of SER. Furthermore, the success of the recognition pro-
cess is influenced by the size and quality of the data. Data that is incomplete,
low-quality, or faulty may result in incorrect predictions; thus, data should be
carefully designed and collected[2]. So, there are three types of Speech Emo-
tion Datasets (SED) for Speech Emotion Recognition: a) Simulated SEDs, b)
Elicited (Induced) SEDs, and c) Natural SEDs. Thus, SED Utterances in sim-
ulated SEDs are played and recorded in soundproof studios by professional or
semi-professional actors; elicited SEDs are produced in a simulated emotional
environment that can induce various emotions. In this case, emotions are not
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entirely evoked, similar to actual emotions; Natural language datasets are com-
piled chiefly from talk shows, call centre interviews, radio conversations, and
related media. This kind of data is more challenging to get because collecting
and distributing private data entails ethical and legal challenges.

1.3 The Emotion Speech features

Speech is a variable-length signal that carries both information and emotion, so
global or local features can be extracted depending on the required goal. Global
features represent the gross statistics such as mean, minimum and maximum
values, and standard deviation. Local features represent the temporal dynamics,
where the purpose is to approximate a stationary state. These stationary states
are essential because emotional features are not uniformly distributed over all
positions of the speech signal [?]. For example, emotions such as anger are pre-
dominant at the beginning of utterances, whereas surprise is overwhelmingly
conveyed at the end of it. Hence, to capture the temporal information from the
speech, local features are used. These local and global features of SER systems
can be categorised mainly under four groups[2]: prosodic, spectral, voice qual-
ity, and features based on Teager energy operator. Nevertheless, classifiers can
be improved by incorporating additional features from other modalities, such
as visual or linguistic depending on the application and availability. Commonly,
prosodic and spectral are the typical features used in SER, although in practice
are combined to obtain better performance[2]. Prosodic features are those that
can be perceived by humans, such as intonation and rhythm[?], while spectral
features capture the vocal tract shape of the person[?]. Characteristics of the
vocal tract are well represented in the frequency domain, so usually, spectral
features are obtained by transforming the time domain signal into the frequency
domain signal using the Fourier transform. One of the more useful spectral fea-
ture used in SER is MFCC (Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient).

1.4 The goal

Thus, this study focuses on designing a low-power SER algorithm based on a
combination of prosodic and spectral features, using low-power Classical classi-
fication Machine Learning techniques (CML). The main goal will be to optimise
two main parameters of the MFCC spectral feature using different evolutionary
meta-heuristic techniques. The resulting algorithm should be deployed on low-
cost embedded systems with limited computational power like a smart speakers
or smartwatches. Finally, the proposed SER algorithm will be validated with
four of the most well-known SEDs. The structure of the paper is as follows. The
following section deals with the description of the proposal, together with the
combination and description of the input features. Section 3 will include the de-
tails of the selected SED, the experimental setup and discussion of the results.
Finally, conclusions and future work are depicted.
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2 The proposal

Typically, the stages that comprise an SER system are: Pre-processing, Feature
computation, Feature selection and Classification[20, 2]. However, it is not com-
mon in this field to optimise each feature individually after or before the feature
selection stage. So this paper proposes including a Feature Optimisation stage
(in Green) where the key features will be optimised (see Figure 1).

Pre-processing Features
computing

Features
Seleccion

Feature
Optimization

Classification
Tecnique

Speech Emotion Datasets

Emotion Detected

neutral

calm

happy

sad

angry
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Fig. 1: Overall steps of the proposed SER algorithm

Concerning this new stage, there are two essential issues: including this step
after or before calculating the features and which features are suitable to be
optimised. Concerning the former issue, the optimisation stage is included after
the feature selection to not compute the optimisation on non-significative fea-
tures, and the features that will be optimised will be the ones with more sensible
parameters.

Algorithm 1 details the stages defined in figure 1 for one generic speech
dataset D composed of NF records:

1. L1-7: The sampling rate of all the files in dataset D, have been set to 16kHz,
and the stereo channels have been unified in mono. As the range of values
of all the sound wave files is typical, it was not updated.

2. L9-14: As this is a preliminary study of an optimal SER algorithm, segmental
transformations have been considered, avoiding spectrographic ones. Thus,
two groups of prosodic and spectral features have been selected to capture
the rhythm and the frequency respectively. :
a) Prosodic features[22]

• Root-mean-square (RMS): value for each frame, either from the au-
dio samples or from a spectrogram S. It represents the energy of the
signal and can be calculated by taking the root average of the square
of the amplitude. The global energy of the signal x:
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b) Spectral features.
• Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs): are a compact rep-

resentation of the spectrum(When a waveform is represented by a
summation of a possibly infinite number of sinusoids) of an audio
signal.

• Chroma stft: Compute a chromagram from a waveform or power
spectrogram.

• Spectral centroid (spec cent): Compute the spectral centroid.
• Spectral bandwidth (spec bw): Compute p’th-order spectral band-

width.
• Spectral rolloff (rolloff): Compute roll-off frequency.
• Zero crossing rate (zcr): It is the calculation of how many times a

signal is crossing its zero axis. Due to a change in peoples’ biological
and psychological behaviour with a change in their emotion, it also
changed how many times a signal crossed its zero axis.

The seven features are calculated for each Window of WS secs.
3. L16-18: After computing the features a PCA analysis is carried out discard-

ing the features above the 90% of representativity.
4. L20-28: Each problem and feature has to be analysed carefully to decide

which features are suitable to be optimised. In the case of our problem,
MFCC feature will be the one.

5. L30-34: Once the features have been optimized, the best model can be ob-
tained through a cross-validation process to be deployed in the proper device.

6. L33-34: The Model obtained in previous step has to be adapted to the em-
bedded device in order to be deployed in a real context.

2.1 MFCC optimization

As one of the most common features and powerful[18, 3], in the absence of noise,
in the SER field is the MFCC feature, it has been selected to be optimised. The
steps to calculate MFCCs are[21]:

1. Frame the signal into short frames (25ms is standard). This means the frame
length for a 16kHz signal is 0.025*16000 = 400 samples with a sample hop
length of 160 samples.

2. Take the Fourier transform of each frame.
3. Map the powers of the spectrum obtained above onto the mel scale, using

overlapping triangular windows or alternatively, cosine overlapping windows.
4. Take the logs of the powers at each of the mel-frequencies.
5. Take the discrete cosine transform of the list of mel log powers as if it were

a signal.
6. The MFCCs are the amplitudes of the resulting spectrum.

Hence, we have two relevant issues when calculating MFCC: the number of
coefficients that determines the precision of the representation of the original
signal (n mfcc) and the overlapping size (hop length) between frames(see Fig.2).
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Algorithm 1 SER SYSTEM(D: Dataset, NF: Number of Files in D, WS: Win-
dow Size, WO: Window Overlapping, S: Significance value for PCA, Features:
Features, FP: Features Parameters, NE: Number of Emotions, NP: Number of
Participants, SR: SamplingRate)
.

1: Step1: Preprocessing
2: W ← []
3: for f in 1:NF do
4: D[f]← SetStandardSamplingRate(D[f], SR)
5: D[f]← ConvertToMono(D[f])
6: W← W + WindowFraming(D[f], WS, WO)
7: end for
8:
9: Step2: Feature calculation

10: for w in 1:Size(W) do
11: for ft in 1:Size(Features) do
12: FEATURES[w, ft] ← ComputeFeature(W, ft, FP[ft])
13: end for
14: end for
15:
16: Step3: Feature selection
17: PCAContributions← PCA(D, FEATURES, S, FP
18: FEATURES’[] ← DiscardFeatures(FEATURES, PCAContributions)
19:
20: Step4: Feature optimization
21: for ft in 1:Size(FEATURES’) do
22: if ft should be OPTIMIZED then
23: OPTIMISED FP ← Meta-Heuristic(FEATURES’)
24: for w in 1:Size(W) do
25: OPTIMISED FEATURES[w, ft] ← ComputeFeature(W, ft, OPTI-

MISED FP)
26: end for
27: end if
28: end for
29:
30: Step5: Train Clasification Model
31: MODEL ← CrossValidationRun(OPTIMISED FEATURES, NF)
32:
33: Step6: Test Clasification Model
34: OUTPUT TEST ← ModelDeployment(MODEL, OPTIMISED FEATURES, NF)
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The default window size has been set to 2048 tics and the n mfcc and hop length
have taken values in the ranges 20-128 and 4-2048 respectively. Between the
meta-heuristics available in the literature, it has been selected one the simplest
and effective, Simmulated Anneling (SA), [10]. The parameters used have been:
i) Stopping criteria: FunctionTolerance under 1.0e-4 and individuals with two
vaariables: number of parameters of MFCC and hop length.

Window length

Hop_length

Window length

Fig. 2: MFCC coefficients example and Window framing (hop length)

3 Numerical results

3.1 Materials and methods

In order to validate the proposal presented in this work three public Simu-
lated SEDs, and one Elicited SED have been selected: EmoDB[5], TESS[19],
SAVEE[12, 11, 13] and RAVDESS[16] (see table 1).

Eleven CML techniques has been selected in order to compare the efect of
the MFCC optimization: BernoulliNB [17], DecisionTree[14, 1], RandomForest-
Classifier[4], ExtraTrees[9], KNeighbors, RidgeClassifierCV, SVC[6], AdaBoost
[23], GradientBoosting[14], MLP (Multi Layer Perceptron) [15] and XGB[8].

3.2 The results

The accuracy for each model after running SA 500 epocs, optimising MFCC for
the eleven chosen models and for the four studied datasets as well as the fusion
of all the datasets (ALL), can be seen in table 2. It can be stated that ExtraTrees
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Table 1: Summary of the Speech Emotion Dataset details
Dataset Participants Language Type Emotions #Utterances

EmoDB Actors German Simulated anger, disgust, fear,
happiness,sadness,
surprise and neutra
(7)

535

TESS Nonprofessional
actors (Mixed
gender)

English Simulated anger, disgust, fear,
happiness, pleasant
surprise, sadness,
and neutral (7)

2800

SAVEE Actors (Male) English Simulated anger, disgust, fear,
happiness, sadness,
surprise and neutral
(8)

480

RAVDESS Professional Ac-
tors (Mixed gen-
der)

English Elicited neutral, calm, happy,
sad, angry, fearful,
surprise, and disgust
(8)

1440

model ourperforms clearly the remaining models. Moreover, the dataset TESS
is one with the best results, since it comprises just two female participants.

Accuracy

Models/Datasets ALL RAVNESS SAVEE TESS EMO-DB

BernoulliNB 49.31% 38.13% 46.46% 88.71% 49.56%

DecisionTree 66.44% 49.67% 58.33% 92.11% 57.58%

ExtraTrees 84.51% 75.29% 70.00% 99.96% 77.39%

RandomForest 82.49% 71.70% 69.37% 99.89% 73.66%

MLP 62.23% 44.25% 58.33% 98.96% 63.75%

KNeighbors 48.76% 30.51% 37.92% 69.29% 44.88%

RidgeCV 67.42% 60.24% 70.83% 99.68% 72.35%

SVC 24.21% 23.25% 25.42% 26.43% 29.18%

AdaBoost 35.20% 36.79% 45.42% 67.61% 33.09%

XGB 84.11% 73.57% 70.42% 99.57% 74.58%

GradientBoosting 77.37% 65,09% 70.83% 99.54% 72.35%

Table 2: Accuracy for eleven CML method carried out on datasets RAVNESS,
SAVEE, TESS and EMO-DB

Fig. 3 shows the evolution of the Accuracy for the metaheuristic SA carring
the ExtraTree CML technique out. For the sake of space just the curve corre-
sponding to the ExtraTrees technique has been included. It can be observed that
the accuracy of all the datasets has raised aproximately the same.
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Fig. 3: Evolution of the accuracy for the metaheristic SA for the model Extra-
Trees (RAVDESS, Savee, TESS and EmoDB train-datasets

Figure 4 includes the boxplot for the baseline models obtained with the pa-
rameters by default for MFCC (Base) compared with the models trained with
optimized MFCC parameters (Best). It can be stated that the optimized models
outperforms all the baseline models.

4 Conclusion and future work

A simple SER method is presented, including SER algorithm based on a optimis-
ing two of the parameters of the MFCC transform. Seven prosodic and spectral
features has been studied including the MFCC. The best model obtained, Ex-
traTress, enhances all the baseline models accurancy and specially the dataset
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Fig. 4: Comparison of 10 k-fold boxplot with base and optimized parameters

SAVEE with an improvoment of a 10% . Attending that one dataset corresponds
to german speakers and the three to english native speakers, it can be seen that
the results are invariant to this fact obtaining good results for all the models
and dataset event the fusion of datasets (All).

Moreover, we think that the kind of records of the dataset are gather, sim-
ulated, electided or natural, should be analysed in order to study how affect
this informatin in the transfer learning process. More datasets corresponding to
other languages must be included in the study.
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